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Chapterr IV 

Sixx Case Studies of International Collaboration in 
Science e 

AccessAccess to knowledge is important as a motivator [for collaboration]. But the social 

partpart is important, too. You are looking for an interesting topic, you want to work with 

someonesomeone you respect, someone you know. The result is more creative, more than just 

aa joining together of capabilities. 

——J.D.J.D. Hamkins, a mathematician interviewed for the project 
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Sixx case studies of international collaboration in science 

CAROLINEE S. WAGNER 

AmsterdamAmsterdam School of Communications Research (ASCoRi. 
UniversityUniversity of Amsterdam, Amsterdam (The Netherlands) 

Sixx case studies of international cooperation at the subfield level are presented and compared. 
Thee cases examine international collaboration by detailing co-authorship link s among researchers 
byy field, evidenced at the level of the nation. Cases are offered based on possible drivers for 
collaboration::  sharing ideas, cooperating around equipment, cooperating around resources, and 
exchangingg data. Scientometric and network analysis of linkages are presented and discussed for 
eachh of the six cases: astrophysics, geophysics, mathematical logic, polymers, soil science, and 
virology.. Visualizations of the cosine matrices within each field are compared for  1990 and 2000. 
Thee research shows that international collaboration grew in all the fields at rates higher  than the 
internationall  average. The possibility that rapid increases in international collaboration in science 
cann bee attributed in pan to certain drivers related to access to resources or  equipment sharing could 
nott  be upheld by the data. Other  possible explanations for  the rapid growth of collaboration are 
offered,, including the possibility that weak ties evidenced by geographically remote collaboration 
cann promote new knowledge creation. 

Contextt for this research 

AA number of studies have demonstrated that international collaboration in science 
andd technology is increasing. (NARIN, 1991; LUUKKONEN et al., 1992 and 1993; 
MIQUEL,, 1994; DORE, 1996; GEORGHIOU, 1998; GLANZEL, 2001; WAGNER & 
LEYDESDORFF,, 2004 forthcoming). Research shows that international collaboration is 
increasinglyy collaborative (GIBBONS et al., 1994), the network is growing (WAGNER & 
LEYDESDORFF,, 2004 forthcoming), and the global system is becoming more integrated 
(PERSSONN & MELIN , 2002). Despite this body of evidence, it remains unclear why this 
classs of research is growing so quickly. Indeed, it has been observed that a theoretically 
satisfyingg explanation of the phenomenon has yet to be offered (KAT Z & HICKS, 1997; 
WAGNER-DOBLER,, 2001). 

Thee meoretically satisfying explanation may be elusive in part because we have an 
incompletee understanding of the dynamics of collaboration at the global level and how 
itt differs from nationally or institutionally based research or localized collaboration. 
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C.. S. WAGNER: International collaboration in science 

Thiss paper  examines networks of collaboration among countries at the disciplinary level 
too add information about the structure and nature of international collaboration. This 
articl ee complements similar  analysis conducted at the global level (WAGNER & 
LEYDESDORFF,, 2004 forthcoming). Forthcoming research wil l address the theoretical 
aspectss of international collaboration between countries, while this article focuses on 
dynamicss of collaboration within fields of science. 

Focuss of this articl e 

Thiss article examines international collaboration at the subfield level by exposing a 
clusterr  of related journals and counting co-authorships within them to add to 
understandingg of dynamics of international collaboration at this level. The questions 
askedd are: What is die nature of the collaborative network within the subfield at the 
globall  level and how is it different from the collective global network? Do the networks 
exhibitt  different dynamics based upon the scientific inquir y being pursued? Which 
dynamicc is more influential on die organization of collaboration: the global dynamic or 
thee intellectual organization of the field itself? For  comparative purposes, and as a way 
too approximate die dynamics of change, data is examined for  two years, 1990 and 2000. 

GLANZELL  &  DE LANGE (2002) found that the extent of multinational collaboration 
wass strongly field specific. EGGHE (1999) found that the distributio n of partner 
countriess over  die international co-publications proved much more flexible and less 
skewedd than the geometric model. MELI N (2000) suggested mat collaborations take 
differentt  forms based on the field that die collaborators belong to. These observations 
suggestt  mat there may be field-specific motivations for  collaborative patterns that 
cannott  be seen by looking at die highest-level data. 

Thee expectation explored here is that the motivation of practitioners to collaborate 
withh geographically remote colleagues wil l vary by field of science based on the drivers 
forr  collaboration. In other  words, the intellectual organisation of the field is expected to 
exertt  more influence on the willingness of practitioners to cooperate with each other 
thann wil l die overall trend towards international collaboration. As a result, die 
expectationn is diat the extent of growth in international linkages wil l differ  across 
subfields. . 

Scientificc collaborations - where practitioners work togetiier  on a specific research 
projectt  witi i a common goal - take many forms. The willingness of practitioners to 
collaboratee is influenced by die goals of those providing me funding (e.g., government 
agencyy or  philanuiropi c foundation), die needs of researchers for  access to knowledge 
andd research tools, the availabilit y of these resources, and die opportunities of 
practitionerss to link together  (e.g., conferences, Internet connection) (WAGNER, 1997; 
BEAVER,, 2001; LAUDEL , 2001). Withi n a subfield of science, practitioners interact, or 
cooperate,, witi i odier  scientists in a variety of ways, including face-to-face meetings, 
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C.. S. WAGNER: International collaboration in science 

sharingg papers and data, attending seminars and workshops, sharing equipment; the 
mostt  intense being collaboration in research experimentation. MELI N (2000) and 
BEAVERR (2001), using an interview approach, found the practitioners collaborate in 
orderr  to access methods, equipment, special competence or  data. Co-authored papers 
representt  some subset of collaborative activities1 (MEUN, 2000). 

Itt  is widely acknowledged that scientific researchers seek to share ideas (cooperate) 
(PRICE,, 1964; BEAVER &  ROSEN, 1978; WHITLEY , 1984). The cooperative community 

withi nn open science is complemented by the interests of a subset of practitioners within 
sciencee to collaborate - to jointl y conduct research experimentation that has a common 
researchh goal. However, since collaboration has higher  transaction and opportunity 
costss than simply cooperating, we expect that the drivers motivating collaboration will 
bee related more to structural items such as equipment (such as a telescope) and or 
resourcess (such as access to soil samples). Indeed, one might expect to find that 
equipmentt  and resource sharing offer  more compelling reasons to collaborate at a 
distancee than wil l be the sharing of ideas alone. (For  example, NEWMA N (2000) found 
thatt  the average number of collaborators is markedly lower in the purely theoretical 
discipliness than in the experimental ones.) The underlying assumption is that explicit 
knowledgee embodied in data and theoretical ideas are more easily shared at a distance 
withoutt  collaborating, while new knowledge that emerges from equipment or  resource-
basedd research requires more physical interaction, and therefore are more tacit in nature. 

Choosingg fields of science for  analysis 

Sixx fields of science were chosen for  analysis, each representing a different possible 
intellectuall  organization for  collaborative research and each expected to be of interest to 
researcherss from different countries. Acknowledging that there may be overlaps, and 
thatt  categorisation requires some subjective judgment, scientific inquir y is categorised 
principall yy into one of four  areas, making up a typology of the sciences: 1) data driven, 
2)) resource driven, 3) equipment driven, and 4) idea or  theory driven. These categories 
helpp identify the factors affecting the organisation of research, and they are expected to 
affectt  interest in collaboration. These categories are useful for  discussing collaboration 
becausee they represent the factors (data, equipment, resources, and ideas) that are often 
citedd in literatur e (particularl y normative literature) by practitioners seeking or 
participatin gg in collaborative ventures (SCHOTT, 1998; BEAVER, 2001). 

11 Some discussion in the literatur e has questioned the extent to which co-authorships reflect actual 
collaboration.. According to KAT Z &  MARTI N (1997) and LAUDE L (2002), collaboration at the individual level 
iss only in part reflected by co-authorship. The literatur e further  suggests that an under-representation of 
collaborationn applies most closely to intramura l collaboration.) Extramura l collaboration at the international 
level,, however, may still understate the intramura l component of the work, but is less likely to under-represent 
internationall  link s (MELI N &  PERSSON, 2002). 
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Tablee 1 provides a notional concept of this typology, showing some fields of science 
ass they would be classified within this scheme. 

Tablee 1. Classification of sciences bv motivation for international collaboration 

Data-driven n 
collaboration n 

biomedical l 
genetics s 
demography y 
computer r 
epidemiology y 
virology y 

Resource-driven n 
collaboration n 

oceanography y 
geology y 
seismology y 
zoology y 
soill  science 
anthropology y 

Equipment-driven n 
collaboration n 

highh energy physics 
astronomy y 
energy y 
avionics s 
polymers s 
manufacturing g 

Idea,, theory-driven 
collaboration n 

mathematics s 

economics s 
sociology y 
anthropology y 
sciencee studies 
philosophy y 

Scientificc or technical researchers report that geographically-remote collaborations 
aree motivated by one or a combination of several factors: 1) sharing data that each 
partnerr may have (or be able to create), or providing complementary data analysis 
capabilities;; 2) sharing the costs of creating and maintaining large-scale equipment or 
highh cost, long-term research; 3) accessing scarce or unique resources; 4) seeking to 
enhancee creativity of research by exposing ideas to a broad audience (WAGNER et al., 
1997;; WAGNER et al, 2001). The expectation is diat international collaboration is 
motivatedd more by the need to share costs and access resources (motivations 2 and 3) 
mann it is to share the collection or analysis of data or to expose theory to critique 
(motivationss 1 and 4). 

Too explore this assertion, and to test the characterization of fields of science, six 
casess have been examined. To support a more in-depth look at resources and equipment 
ass the motivating factors for collaboration, two cases each are conducted for these 
features.. The fields analysed are: 

Virologyy (data-driven scientific inquiry) 
Geophysics,, and 3) Soil Science2 (resource-driven scientific inquiry) 
Astrophysics,, and 5) Polymers (equipment-driven scientific inquiry) 
6)) Mathematical Logic3 (theory-driven scientific inquiry). 
Thiss process creates a number of different data; mese are listed in Figure 1 as 

productss of steps 3 and 4. They are explained and presented below. 

""  I am grateful to Cooper Langford for suggesting this case study as fitting well within the requirements of the 
study. . 
'' The choice of mathematical logic as a field draws from earlier research by Wagner-Döbler (1993. 1997, and 
2001)) into collaboration within this field. I am grateful to Andrea Schamhorst for bringing this literature to 
myy attention. 
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Numberr and 
percentt of 

international l 
lyy co-

authored d 
articless by 

field d 

Numberr of 
international l 

co--
authorships s 

Author r 
frequency y 

Affiliation n 
networks s 

Cosine e 
networks s 

Figuree 1. Steps in the data and analytical process 

Dataa sources and data processing 

Inn order  to explore the structure of die fields and die extent of international 
collaborationss in each case, a series of cascading analyses are applied. The first part 
identifiess the citing relationships within die fields to uncover  die cluster  of journals that 
scientistss identify when citing other  published work relevant to their  field. Secondly, for 
diee years 1990 to 2000, all addresses of die articles in die relevant journal clusters were 
collectedd and die international set was isolated. In the thir d step, networks of linkages 
amongg scientists at die international level are created. In die fourth step, die percentage 
off  articles being internationally co-authored within these years was analysed to view die 
extentt  to which die fields had grown as international disciplines. Finally, die outcomes 
off  tiiese analyses are compared to die global level. Each step is described in more detail 
below. . 

Threee types of data are collected and analysed in tiiis study: 1) journal-journa l 
citationss to enable subfield identification; 2) publications and international co-
authorshipss within the identified journals at die subfield level; 3) the network of 
collaborationss at die international level, using co-autiiorships, widtin die subfields for  2 
years,, 1990 and 2000. The metiiodology of each data set is discussed here. 

Stepp 1. Identity 
centrall  tendency 

journall  and citing 
clusterr  for  each field. 

byy yean illustrate 
charter r 

Stepp 2. Create a 
databasee of all 

articless front each 
journall  each year. 
withh authors and 

addresses s 

Stepp 3. Analyse 
resultingg database 
usingg 6 different 

programs s 

Stepp 4. Reveal and 
illustrat ee the 
network**  of 

relationshipss hated 
onn co-authorships 

bvv field 
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C.. S. WAGNER: International collaboration in science 

1.. Research shows that aggregated scientific journal-journal citations can be 
exploitedd to expose patterns of interrelationships within and among fields of science. 
(CARPENTERR & NARIN, 1975; DOREIAN & FARARO, 1985; TUSSEN et al., 1987). 

LEYDESDORFFF & COZZENS (1993) show that journal-journal citations can be used to 
definee the disciplinary structure of science. The environment for these cases was 
determinedd by conducting an analysis of the citing relationships among journals4 based 
onn factor or eigenvector analysis, identifying a central tendency journal, and then finding the 
journalss with citing relationships to i t The resulting list of journals constitutes a journal 
clusterr (WOUTERS, 1999; MULLINS , 1988; LUUKONEN et al., 1993). 

LEYDESDORFFF (2002) has argued that the journal set used to delineate a changing 
situationn cannot be chosen ahead of time, but must be selected with hindsight, that is, 
afterr the change has occurred. He suggests that the analysis seeking to shed light on the 
currentt shape of the discipline should choose the content of the journal set according to 
aa posteriori standards, and then the analysis should backtrack from the present to the 
past.. Thus, the outlines of the disciplines in 2000, revealed by the citation relationships, 
becomee the boundaries of the field for purposes of comparison with journals in 1990. 
Thiss method has the advantage of identifying the sub-field from the bottom-up: 
discerningg how scientists themselves identify their field by identifying the journals they 
cite,, rather than imposing a pre-conceived structure on the field. The year 2000 is the 
basee year: the journal set identified in 2000 is also used in 1990, held constant for 
comparativee purposes (Figure 1, step 1). The method has the disadvantage that the 
journall  set for 1990 is almost always smaller than the set in 2000. 

2.. For each of the cluster of journals created for the cases, all the related records5 

weree collected for the years 1990 and 2000 from the Science Citation Index-Extended 
availablee through the Web of Science.6 Co-author names and affiliations were then 
obtainedd from the resulting data files. These data were separated by a) authors and b) 
addressess to allow identification of linkages among authors by country (Figure 1, 
stepp 2). Using custom computer programs written for these purposes, the data were 
analysedd to reveal the number and extent of internationally co-authored articles by field, 
thee number and percentage of co-authorships. 

3.. Attaching addresses to the co-author links identified in the step described above, 
thee co-authorship data were further analyzed as relational data, representing 
communicationn links among authors at the level of nations (SCOTT, 2000). This is 
visualizedd first as a co-occurrence matrix in SPSS and then as a network in Ucinet to 
reveall  both an observed network (containing all links created by co-authoring 
relationships)) and a weighted network based on the cosine between variables. 

44 The data presented here are drawn from the databases of the Institute for Scientific Information SCI and JCR 
CD-ROMM data. The JCR CD-ROM data consist of listings of all journals processed and included for 
1994-2001. . 
33 This includes articles, reviews, proceedings, notes, signed editorials, leners, and book reviews. 
66 The data were collected between May 2002 and July 2003. 
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Bothh the observed data and the cosine analysis were exported to Pajek for  illustratio n 
(Figuree 1, step 4) (BORGATT I et al., 2002).7 A k-core analysis conducted on these cases 
revealss networks showing the most intense relationships among authors from different 
countries.. The cosine matrix was used as a similarit y criterion because, in related 
analysis,, it was found to be most illustrativ e of the relationships we were researching 
(WAGNERR &  LEYDESDORFF, 2004 forthcoming; AHLGRE N et al., 2003). Thus, in 
keepingg with GLANZE L (2001), we have used the cosine similarit y measure to view the 
networkedd relatedness of countries and as the basis for  network drawings presented 
here. . 

Thesee data were men compared across the six cases. (Figure 1, step 3.) 

Findings s 

Ann analysis of collaboration at the disciplinary level shows that international collabo-
rationn as evidenced by co-authorships has grown significantly over  the 10 years examined. 
Thee fields examined for  the case studies grew at a rate higher  than the world rate of 
growthh for  collaboration reported in WAGNER &  LEYDESDORFF (2004 forthcoming). 

Tablee 2. Summary of data from case studies 

A A 

Casestudy y 

Astrophysics s 

Mathematical l 
Logic c 

Polymers s 

Geophysics s 

Soill  Science 

Virology y 

B B 

Number r 
of f 

journal s s 
inn the 
cluster r 

2000 0 
(base e 
year) ) 

14 4 

6 6 

13 3 

13 3 

10 0 

9 9 

CC D E 

Numberr  of articles published 
inn the journal cluster 

19900 2000 % 
increase e 

44722 6547 46 

1311 309 136 

34699 5242 51 

16544 2789 69 

9688 1382 43 

23311 2878 25 

FF G H 

Numberr  of internationall y 
co-authoredd articles in the 

journall  cluster 

19900 2000 % 
increase e 

13011 3097 138.0 

277 117 333.3 

2699 1046 288.8 

2377 921 288.6 

1077 453 323.4 

3277 676 106.7 

II  J 

Percentagee of 
articless in the 
clusterr  that are 
internationall y y 

co-authored d 

19900 2000 

299 47.3 

211 37.9 

7.88 20.0 

14.55 34.0 

111 32.8 

144 23.5 

77 The program Pajek is freely available for  noncommercial use at 
lTttp:/Ariacto.fmf.unHJ.8i4wh*iplwQrka43flje k k 
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C.. S. WAGNER : International collaboration in science 

Thiss supports the assumption that these fields are of interest to researchers from 
differentt countries. Table 2 summarizes the data created and presents the quantitative 
outcomess of collaboration within the cases. 

Tablee 2, column B shows die number of journals that are included in die cluster of 
diee citing environment for me respective discipline in die year 2000. Columns C and D 
showw die total number of journal articles mat were downloaded for mat cluster in 1990 
andd in 2000. The aggregates differ considerably among the journal clusters, wim the 
disciplinee wim the fewest articles being Mathematical Logic with a total number of 440, 
andd die field with the highest number being Astrophysics with 11,019 articles8 (Also see 
HUBERR & WAGNER-DÖBLER (2001) on mathematical logic.). 

Tablee 2, column E shows die percentage change in the number of articles appearing 
inn each cluster in die two years examined. In each case, die number of papers published 
inn total (by a singleton or joint audiorship) increased by at least 20 percent in die 10 
yearss studied. As shown in column E, die percent increase for all publications 
(nott just collaborative publications) was highest for Madiematical Logic at 136 percent, 
andd lowest was for Virology wim 25 percent increase.9 As noted above, die increase 
may,, in part, be an artefact of die methodology. (The list of related journals revealed 
throughh the citation analysis, defining die field in 2000, is also die list used in 1990.) 
Thee field is not redefined in 1990, the field definition for 2000 is used, and so no new 
journalss are included in die analysis in 1990. Because of diis procedure, die list of 
journalss used in 1990 cannot be larger dian die list used for 2000, and they are almost 
surelyy smaller man die 2000 sets.10 

Thee percentage of articles widiin each case diat are internationally co-authored is 
alsoo presented in Table 2. Columns F and G show the number of internationally co-
audioredd articles identified widiin each of die fields in 1990 and 2000. Column H shows 
thee percentage increase in 2000 over 1990. The largest percentage increase in 
internationallyy co-aumored articles is in Madiematical Logic, widi a 333 percent 
increasee over ten years, admittedly from a low base. The smallest increase is in 
Virology,, wim 107 percent increase. 

**  Seismology and geophysics are considered as one field of science for  the purpose of this chapter  and the 
discussionn of thee cases. A separate study finds that seismology emerges from withi n geophysics in the time 
periodd studied, but, since it did not exist in 1990 as a separate field, the two fields are treated as one in this 
articl ee (see WAGNE R &  LEYDESDORFF, 2003). 
99 It is interesting to note that the data at the subfield level shows significantly higher  percentages of growth in 
collaborationn than at the global level. For  example the National Science Board Science &  Engineering 
Indicator ss 2000 (Appendix Tables) show that, for  all fields of science in 1988 and 1997, the average number 
off  papers was 459,175 and 515,708 respectively, an 11 percent increase. In related research, Loet Leydesdorff 
andd I  found that the global rate of growth was 15.6 percent between 1990 and 2000 (WAGNE R & 
LEYDESDORFF,, 2004 forthcoming). In forthcoming research, Persson et al. find that, between 1980 and 1998, 
internationall  co-authorships increased by 45 percent, while national co-authorships increased by 26 percent. 
100 For  example in the field of geophysics, in 2000, 13 journal s are identified in 2000. Of these, 7 were being 
publishedd in 1990. This field had the greatest number  of journal entrants over  the 10 years examined. 
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C.. S. WAGNER : International collaboration in science 

Tablee 2 Columns I and J show the percentage of all articles that are internationally 
co-authored.. The field with the highest percentage of internationally co-authored 
articless is Astrophysics, with 47.3 percent of all articles in 2000 co-authored at the 
internationall  level; this field also had the highest percentage of international co-
authorshipp in 1990. Behind Astrophysics, Mathematical Logic is the next most highly 
connectedd at the international level, with 37.9 percent of all articles published. The least 
internationallyy interconnected field in 2000 is polymers with 20 percent co-authored; it 
wass also the least interconnected field in 1990. Table 3 shows the rank order of six case 
studiess (in descending order from most to least internationalized) by the percent of co-
authorshipss at the international level: the rank order changes little from 1990 to 2000. 

Thee only change over the decade is that Soil Science appears one notch higher than 
itt did in 1990. Otherwise, as Table 3 shows, the concentration of international activity 
inn the fields, relative to each other, has remained unchanged. 

Tablee 3. Rank order  of disciplines by percent of all articles 
thatt  show international co-authorships. 1990 and 2000 

19900 2000 

Astrophysicss Astrophysics 

Mathematicall  Logic Mathematical Logic 

Geophysicss Geophysics 

Virologyy Soil Science 

Soill  Science Virology 

Polymerss Polymers 

GeographicGeographic participation in collaboration 

Thee next step in the analysis examines the relationship of co-authorships and 
publicationss by the number of countries whose authors are represented in the address 
lines.. This enables a view into the geographic reach of participation by field, and a 
comparisonn of the spread of collaboration over the decade of the 1990s. 

Tablee 4 shows a rank order of fields with the widest distribution of research 
cooperationn in both years - that is, those fields with the largest number of country 
namess in the list of addresses. The fields with the largest number of countries 
participatingg in the network are Virology, Soil Science, and Polymers. As shown in 
Tablee 4, in 2000, these three fields each have more than 80 countries in the network of 
co-authorshipss represented by the citing cluster. Virology has more than 90 different 
countryy names represented in the address lines of articles within the cluster of journals 
relatedd to the field in 2000. Like the extent of international connectivity of fields, shown 
inn Table 2, the relative relationship of the fields does not change from 1990 to 2000 -
alll  the fields grew, but they did not change relative to each other. The rank order 
remainss the same. 

ScientomerricsScientomerrics 62 <200S) 11 1 



C.. S. WAGNER : International collaboration in science 

Tablee 4. The number  of countries whose addresses appear  in the cluster  of relevant journals. 
rankedd in order  of fields that have the most to the least number  of countries participatin g 

inn international cooperation, 1990 and 2000, and percentage increases by field 

Fieldd of science 

Astrophysics s 

Mathematicall  Logic 

Polymers s 

Seismologyy and Geophysics 

Soill  Science 

Virology y 

Numberr  of countries participatin g g 
inn the international network 

1990 0 

57 7 
23 3 
58 8 
57 7 
60 0 
62 2 

2000 0 

76 6 
38 8 
82 2 
82 2 
85 5 
91 1 

Althoughh the ranking of countries does not change between 1990 and 2000, die 
percentagee increase shows variation among die cases. The field with die lowest number 
off  countries participatin g in die network in 1990 - Mathematical Logic - shows die 
greatestt  percent increase (39 percent) in die participation of new countries in 2000. Al l 
diee other  fields cluster  around 25 to 32 percent increases in die number  of countries 
participatin gg at me global level. 

Itt  is important to note tiiat  die percentage increase in die number  of countries 
participatin gg at the international level (Table 4) is different from die change in die 
extentt  of internationalization of co-authorships (Table 3). The distribution of die 
networkk (Table 4) - represented by die number  of countries appearing in die address 
liness of articles - shows a geographic representation of scientific capacity and interest 
off  practitioners to collaborate in that field. On die omer hand, die extent of 
internationalizationn of fields (Table 3) is an indication of die methods of knowledge 
creation,, and die interest of scientists to work witi i colleagues whose interests, 
competence,, or  complementarities aide their  research. It is possible to imagine tiiat  an 
increasee in international collaboration (Table 3) could occur  without die added 
dimensionn of a spread in die geographic distributio n of die participants (Table 4). As an 
illustration ,, consider  die possibility that, within die country set for  a field in 1990, a 
greaterr  number  of practitioners are attracted to work at die international level, but this 
happenss without adding researchers from "new"  countries. This scenario would show an 
increasee in die number  of international co-authors in Table 3 without adding any new 
countriess to die network in Table 4. It is certainly interesting that botii indicators show 
increasess across all die fields of science studied. We will be returnin g to this 
observationn in die discussion of die data. 
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AA visualization of the networks provides insights into the structure of the fields, 
showingg that each of the fields of science has experienced growth in the number of 
participantss and in the number of linkages over the ten years. The co-authorships at the 
countryy level within each field can be analysed to reveal the nature of the networks of 
researcherss across international lines (WAGNER & LEYDESDORFF, 2004 forthcoming). 
Networkss can provide useful information about the dynamics of interconnection, 
interdependence,, and connection among researchers working in different countries. 
Theyy can show which countries can be considered the strongest partners, where regional 
groupingss are important, and to what extent smaller or peripheral countries participate 
inn international research. In this case, they show that the networks have grown 
independentt of the organizing motives for different types of sciences. 

N0RTHJREL*UCI I 

REP_0F.GE0R^i i 

Figuree 2. Network of international co-authorships. Mathematical Logic. 2000 (cosine z 0.05) 
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Figuree 3. Network of international co-authorships. Mathematical Logic. 1990 (cosine ^ 0.05) 

TEGYPTT /NIGERIA 

Figuree 4. Network of international co-authorships. Polymers. 2000 (cosine & 0.05) 
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/*MMXiW/*MMXiW j 

=tOR.ES.R.CMHA A 

Figuree 5. Network of international co-authorships. Polymers, 1990 {cosine a 0.05) 

Thee networks provide a different view of the shifting nature of international 
collaborationn than that shown by the descriptive statistics alone. Figures 2 and 3, for 
example,, show the field of Mathematical Logic. Of the six cases examined, this field 
hadd the least populated network in 1990 (Figure 3). Although the network becomes 
moree populated by 2000, it is still largely a star network with the United States at the 
center.. This feature of network structure is more characteristic of networks in 1990, 
whenn the U.S. can be shown to hold a center position in a number of networks, but by 
2000,, most fields had become more diversified and dispersed (WAGNER & 
LEYDESDORFF,, 2004 forthcoming). Figures 4 and 5 help to illustrate this shift from a 
center-peripheryy model to a networked model. The field of polymers in 1990 (Figure 5) 
showss a star network with the United States in the center. By 2000 (Figure 4), the 
networkk exhibits a number of hubs and participation by more countries. 

Too further explore the geographic distribution of collaborative partners, country 
participationn is analysed using cosine analysis. The resulting data is presented in 
Tablee 5. Cosine analysis allows a normalization of the data in a way that reveals 
patternss of participation among the most active participants in the networks. This 
analysiss provides a different view on geographic distribution than the observed level. 
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Tablee 5. Cosine analysis (2 0.01) of number  of countries in the k-core of the network 
off  collaborating countries 

A A 
Fieldd of science 

Astrophysics s 

Mathematical l 
Logic c 

Polymers s 

Seismologyy and 
Geophysics s 

Soill  Science 

Virology y 

BB C 

Numberr  of countries 
participatin gg in the 

internationall  network 

19900 2000 

577 76 

233 38 

588 82 

577 82 

600 85 

622 91 

DD E 

Numberr  of Percent of 
countriess in countries in 
thee k-core*  the k-core 

group p 

1990 0 

188 32 

44 17 

88 14 

99 16 

88 13 

144 23 

*basedon n 
cosine e 

analysis s 

FF G 

Numberr  of Percent of 
countriess in countries in 
thee k-kore*  the k-core 

group p 

2000 0 

333 43 

122 32 

200 24 

199 23 

133 15 

133 14 

dd on 
cosine e 

analysis s 

Tablee 5 adds and compares new data wim that presented in Table 4. The list from 
Tablee 4 is compared to new data analyzing similarit y patterns. If the fields were ranked 
byy the percent of participatin g countries that are also in a k-core group" - a highly 
activee sub-group within the network - in the year  2000, the rank order  would be 
differentt  from the list resulting from an aggregate number  of countries. Ranked by the 
k-coree group, Astrophysics has the largest number  of countries in the k-core, followed 
byy Mathematical Logic, Polymers,, Seismology/Geophysics, Soil Science, and Virology. 

Tablee 5. Cosine analysis (> 0.01) of the number  of countries in the core group of 
cooperatingg countries, 2000 and 1990, ordered by rank with the most to die least 
numberr  of countries participatin g in the network. 

Thiss analysis suggests that the core group of researchers working within die fields of 
Astrophysicss and Mathematical Logic are highly networked, actively linked group who 
frequentlyy co-author  among themselves. Virology and Soil Science, on the other  hand, 
mightt  be considered more "open"  networks where linkages are weaker  and possibly 
easierr  to make and where new entrants may find it easier  to participate. Figures 6 and 7 
illustrat ee die cosine networks at >0.05 for  Astrophysics and Figures 8 and 9 for  Soil 
Sciencee to illustrat e the two ends of the spectrum from closed to open networks. 

111 The list was derived withi n Pajek using the algorithm found in KAMADA , T. &  S. KAWA I (1989), 
Ann algorithm for  drawing general undirected graphs. Information Processing Leners, 31 (1): 7-15. 
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i ^ - H i ' i ' l l 

ff TAWAN 

*VI£TNAM M 

Figuree 6. The network of international co-authorships. Astrophysics. 2000 (cosine a 0.05) 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA A 

Figuree 7. The network of international co-authorships. Astrophysics. 1990 (cosine a 0.05) 
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Figuree 8. The network of international co-authorships. Soil Science, 2000 (cosine a 0.05) 

II MÖRTIMQUE 

V V 

Figuree 9. The network of international co-authorships. Soil Science. 1990 (cosine a 0.05) 
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Figuree 10. The network of international co-authorships. Virology. 2000 (cosine a 0.05) 

/ * P E R U U 

CZECHH J1ERJBLIC 

'' ^ ^ — ^ N E V . C A L E D O N I A ÊECHOSLOVAKIA 

"TORTU6ALL 'sENEGAMBIA \ ^ T F POL-fNESIA / 

vv / t / ^ lEPAL ' ' 

PEOPLES_R_CHINA A 

Figuree 11. The network of international co-authorships. Virology. 1990 (cosine a 0.05) 
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NEPAL—, , 

" ^ T j A P A N ' ' 

'PEOPLEE S„R_CHINA >T"ENGLAN! 

CUBA^gf fREP.OFj jEORGIA A 

TURKEY Y 

MOROCCO O 
*T*T EGYPT 

NORTHJRELAND D 

PAPUA_N_GUINEA A 

ALBANIA A 

Figuree 12. The network of international co-authorships. Geophysics. 2000 (cosine a 0.05) 

TPEOFUS.R.CHIHA A 

Figuree 13. The network of international co-authorships. Geophysics. 1990 (cosine £ 0.05) 
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Thee cosine analysis for Virology and Geophysics reveal networks that they are 
highlyy interconnected in 2000 (Figures 10-13). Of the two fields, however, Virology 
(Figuress 10 and 11) appears to be a more open network than Geophysics (Figures 12 
andd 13); with many more countries in the core group of participants than is die case in 
Geophysics.. This suggests that Geophysics has a pattern similar to Astrophysics in that 
aa group of co-authors work together frequently, and new entrants find it harder to break 
intoo collaboration at the international level.12 

Tablee 6 suggests a scheme for viewing the cases in terms of their network and 
geographicc distribution. Al l the fields are networked and each show a degree of 
geographicc distribution. Along a spectrum that could start with the networked to highly 
networked,, and dispersed to highly dispersed, the cases would take positions relative to 
eachh other, along the lines suggested in the table. 

Tablee 6. Scheme of networked and dispersed nature of cases 

Dispersed d 

Highlyy dispersed 

Networked d 

Polymers s 

Virology y 

Highlyy networked 

Astrophysics;;  Math Logic 

Soill  Science: Geophysics 

Discussionn of the data 

Thiss research was undertaken to explore the nature of international collaboration at 
diee disciplinary level. The analysis sought to test whether different motivations for 
collaborationn affect the extent of and patterns of the internationalization of research 
evidencedd by co-authorships. The patterns of collaboration within four types of sciences 
weree exposed, illustrated, and compared. Contrary to the expectation, the drivers 
proposedd appear to have littl e explanatory capacity when used with these case studies. 

Thee expectation that resource-driven or equipment-driven sciences were more likely 
too show growth in international collaboration than data-driven or theory-driven science 
couldd not be shown with this data. In fact, the theory-driven science studied -
Mathematicall  Logic - showed the greatest percentage increase in the number of 
internationallyy co-authored articles with a 333 percent increase over 10 years (Table 2). 
Virology,, a data-driven science, showed the lowest level of growth in co-authorships, 
whichh is expected. Nevertheless, it would be difficult to draw conclusions about the 
relationshipp of the drivers to the rate of co-authorships based on this case alone, in part 
becausee Virology also showed the highest growth in the number of countries joining me 
internationall  collaborative network. 

155 Both of these fields are also sub-fields of physics, and the structure of the larger  field may influence the 
subfields. . 
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Growthh in co-authorships can be seen in an equipment-driven science (Polymers) 
andd a resource-driven science (Soil Science), as expected, but no pattern can be derived 
fromm the rate of the increases shown, since growth occurred in all die fields studied. The 
mostt  internationalized field in terms of co-authorships is Astrophysics, an equipment-
drivenn science. But, the least internationalized field in terms of co-authorships, 
Polymers,, is also an equipment-driven science. This lack of a pattern or  correspondence 
betweenn the motivation and the extent of internationalization of co-authorships also 
disappointss the expectation. (Nevertheless, it may be that the equipment needed for 
astrophysicss is highly centralized and thus encourages collaboration, while the 
equipmentt  needed for  polymer research is not as rare or  difficul t to access, and 
thereforee is not a driver  for  collaboration). 

Onee way in which the cases support the expectation is suggested by die resource-
drivenn sciences: Soil Science and Geophysics. Bom of these fields are shown to have a 
highh percentage of internationally co-authored articles in widely geographically-
distributedd networks, and they both show significant growth in international co-
authorshipss in the 10 years studied (Table 2). Thus, it may be that within die resource-
drivenn sciences, die need to share access to soil samples or  geophysical resources or 
phenomenaa (shake tables or  fault lines), may help to explain some of die growth in 
internationall  collaboration (WAGNER &  LEYDESDORFF, 2003). However, since growth is 
shownn in all die fields, it is difficul t to draw a conclusion for  one driver  based on this 
data. . 

Ann unexpected finding is one showing an inverse relationship between die growth of 
mee percentage of international co-aumorships and die spread of geographic networks of 
collaborationn (countries). The fields thai have die highest percentage of international co-
authorshipss are lower  on die list of those that have a wide geographic distributio n of 
countriess in die network. Several explanations may be: 

l.Thee need to access equipment. Since die fields with higher  international co-
authorshipss are collaborating among a relatively smaller  number  of countries, perhaps 
essentiall  equipment is needed for  scientific inquir y in tiiat  field. This equipment may be 
availablee only to researchers in a small number  of countries. This would hold for 
Astrophysics,, which is highest on die list of international co-aumorships, but low on die 
numberr  of countries participatin g in that list. Nevertheless, this explanation cannot hold 
acrosss all fields, because Mathematical Logic is one of die fields witi i a high percentage 
off  internationally co-authored papers, but fewer  numbers of countries participating, 
suggestingg that a large number  of papers are published between researchers from die 
samee countries. Moreover, Mathematical Logicians report that they do not have any 
specializedd equipment. 

2.. A second explanation might be called an elite argument: The fields with a high 
percentagee of international co-authorships but with lower  geographic distributio n may 
bee highly elite in tiiat  few new entrants are welcomed into die pool of scientists 
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cooperatingg with each other at the international level. For example, researchers in 
severall  countries may work together on a long-term basis, and they publish together, but 
doo not welcome newcomers into their collaborations. In this case, both access to 
resourcess (characterizing Astrophysics) and lack of need for resources (Mathematical 
Logic)) can still be consistent with this explanation. 

3.. Another explanation that also fits the data might be called an emphasis argument: 
perhapss only a few countries have advanced university research positions for scientists 
inn specific fields. Thus, perhaps Astrophysics and Mathematical Logic are fields that 
havee not been commonly found at universities, particularly in the universities of 
developingg countries. Even though the field has a high number of internationally co-
authoredd papers, they may be co-authored by a smaller pool of researcher. This 
explanationn would suggest that there is a smaller pool of international colleagues to 
draww from for cooperation in this field. 

GrowthGrowth of networking 

Al ll  the fields show a growth in the network of co-authorships over the 10 years. The 
fieldss that show a relatively active network in 1990 are the ones whose networks grew 
att a lower rate than others (See Figures 7 and 11 showing active networks for 
Astrophysicss and Virology in 1990). Moreover, while some fields showed a higher rate 
off  growth at the international level than others, relative to each other, the fields do not 
reveall  a significant difference in the rate of growth: they remain in essentially the same 
rankk order from 1990 to 2000 (see Table 3). 

Thiss suggests mat global dynamics - the factors driving international linkages - are 
similarlyy experienced across all fields of science. The global dynamic is more 
determinantt of the organization of collaboration than is the intellectual organization of 
thee field or the drivers. Moreover, the analysis suggests that the growth in international 
co-authorshipss cannot be tied to specific policy directives. These could include 
incentivess within the European Community to increase collaborations - which has 
happenedd over the time frame studied - but network growth did not occur only within 
thatt geographic region. Neither can it be tied to "big science" projects where 
governmentss seek to share costs of large-scale research: this might be the case with 
Astrophysics,, but the same could not be said for Soil Science. 

Conclusionss and areas for futur e research 

Thee intellectual organisation within disciplines of science appears not to be a 
consistentt factor explaining die growth in international collaboration in science. A 
factorr that is consistent with the data - resource sharing - can explain some but not all 
diee growth in collaboration. Omer explanations need to be explored and tested. 
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Althoughh these were not part of the initial hypothesis, the data in this study is 
consistentt with two other possible explanations. One is the suggestion by some that 
practitionerss are seeking collaborative opportunities in order to increase their visibility 
withinn their field, and this explanation can be assumed to operate across all fields of 
science,, since the sciences generally have a common reward structure (SCHOTT, 1998; 
WHITLEY,, 1994). Another explanation discussed in the literature also fits the data: this 
iss that the weak ties and shifting networks are preferable to strong ties and stable 
networkss when the goal of an activity is to encourage new knowledge creation. The 
geographicc distribution evidenced by the networks in each of the sciences may be 
encouragingg innovation and new knowledge creation at a rate that is not experienced in 
closee collaboration or stable networks (GRANOVETTER, 1974; HAWTHORNTHWAITE, 
2001;; COWAN & JONARD, 2003). Strong ties and geographically proximate 
collaborationn results in rich communication, but, research shows that, eventually, close 
collaboratorss begin to think alike and share a common outlook (HAYTHORNTHWAITE, 
2001).. Stable networks are often not efficient (BALA & GOYLE, 2000). Collaborators at 
aa distance - either across geographic or intellectual boundaries - can be assumed to 
havee different points of view and different experiences. As a result, collaborators-with-
a-differencee may be more likely to challenge or perhaps complement the outlook and 
capabilitiess of others. These collaborations may be more likely to result in innovative 
researchh and intriguing outcomes. Practitioners seeking to add something new to their 
fieldfield may find that they gain more by seeking diverse ideas and distant partners than by 
collaboratingg within their own laboratory. The growth in international collaboration 
mayy be reflecting this motivation for linkages within science. This requires further 
analysis,, and forthcoming research by the author will shed light on this question. 
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